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johnno clark interviewed jimmy page for the story of the race and in return received thousands of
dollars in merchandise, memorabilia, photos and documents. with the release of the led zeppelin

appreciation society interview, the tale of johnno and his race for the channel swim is told here for
the first time. the album was originally available from the voodoo charlie site . one single was
released for the interview, all over the world. it is available on the compilation cd led zeppelin

appreciation society volume one. de alan macnicol interviewed jimmy page for the lost universe
book (written by alan macnicol and published by blofeld). the interview was conducted over a period
of nine years between the years 2004 to 2012. the book is available on album 13 . the volume was
released in april and contains a previous interview, an autograph session and also contains a piece
by alan. i might sound like a big head if i tried to quote all his works, but a large part of the point is
that the early essays are far more important for his later life than his later ones. this period saw the
writing of on the road to reality, history of western philosophy, humanism and revolution, conversion

to american capitalism, poetry and the experience of time, and a proslogion. the crowe ransom
quote in the headline comes from elocution and speech writing, direction!$ that was published in
part of the 1920s when he was a young professor, and is not a condemnation of anything. it is an
invitation to intellectual honesty and for the fight. (to get back to the abstract versus concrete see

what is great).
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page introduced appendicitis boy and page and plant traded lead lines on chantilly lace as an encore
and we were off. lz had already lit the joint. the audience had taken to the band and the casino
owner was worried about the counter being passed. just before the end, when page's thumping

organ set the mood for keiths horn solo, jeff pinkus, the casino owner, leant down from the speakers
"they are warming up" i could see page looking round and smirking. thats the closest we are going to

get he said, smiling, and we went down the fastest ever. next stop lz, where three songs were
played, two from their debut album, the blues child in time and the jewish mourning song maccabea,

and the soulfully swinging brown girl. the middle song was whizzo who offered a little respite,
followed by a medley from the recent lz album, im lookin, which included faces, crying time, i wanna
be your lover, i love you, and what have you done to my face, which caused the american contingent
among the audience to smile and clap their hands in approval. jimmy page was trying to ape jeff, but
it wasnt going well. he had to stop, clap his hands and shout "clap the hands, clap the hands" to get

them off their feet. it worked. a few more songs followed and then it was time for the encore.
another two were played, the judas priest ballad painkiller, and the guitar driven you got the stuff.
the heat was getting to everybody. the casino owner was on the phone to his bookies. "four to one
says they come back every time. this time theyre not coming, and i want to shut down the show."
after the encore, the band went straight into my way which gave mal, who seemed to be enjoying

himself, a chance to be obnoxious. he moved to the drums, a move that proved to be very useful as
he was able to keep up with jimmy page. once on the drum skins though, it was a bit of a struggle
for him and he had to sit down for a while. not such a bad thing, he managed to get the band back

into business, and in the meantime, he was taking the piss out of the crowd, and the casino owner in
particular. this he did in various ways throughout the show, including pretending to strangle paole, a

teenage girl who had jumped on stage before the show began. he had actually been told to stay
backstage, but she always used to follow jimmy when he came off stage. and it seems that one of
the stage hands was fond of her. so she ended up on stage, and the stage hand was not amused.
page called over the girl, and asked her to get off stage. "i dont like him" she whined. "i know you
dont" laughed page. "who is he? he's just a guy" screamed the girl. "i dont like him, dont like him,"
she shouted. "you better go back to your seat then," said jimmy. "he's gay or something" the girl

added. "he's just a guy." "go back to your seat, its dangerous out here." "i dont want to go, i want to
stay with you," said the girl. page reluctantly relented, and mal started beating the drum again.
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